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Abstract 
The SLAC Mark II detector h being improved fay the addi

tion of a new main drift chamber asd associated electronics to 
prepare it tor operation a* the Gist detector at SLC. Presented 
here are the initial signal processing electronics, the preampli
fiers, amplifiers and discriminators for the 5832 sense wires, 
wbich are located on the detector itself. The performance of 
the detector is established almost entirely by the drift chamber 
and this electronics. 

1. Overview 
See Fig. I. The front end electronic* consist* at a t-chinnel 

preamplifier mounted on the face of the drift chamber connected 
to a postampliner through 20 feet of coaxial cable. The postam-
plifier iB mounted on the outer face of the detector magnet iron 
and in turn is connected through long runs of twisted-pair cables 
to a sampling ADC (for dE/d* measurements) and a multi-bit 
TDC, 3 both located in a remote electronics building. 

The postamphSer contains a line-receiver followed by a two-
pole filter, to cancel the I/f tail characteristic of drift chamber 
poises, followed by a two-fold fanout driving timing and dE/dx 
measuring channels. 

A timing channel consists of an amplifier and a discrim
inator; a dE/dx channel, of a variable giin amplifier and line-
driving amplifier. Both channels contain filters to pre-eompensate 
tbe signal shape for the output line distortion. 

The pottamplifier also receives a calibration signal from a 
calibration fanout module and transmits it to tbe four pream
plifiers that drive it. 

2. Tbe Drift Chamber 
See Fig, 2. The sew drift chamber has 972 identical cells 

with six sense wires per cell, yielding a total of 5832 wires and 
electronic* channels. Bach sense wire is 2.3 meters long and has 
an obmie resistance of 205R and a transmission line character-
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Figure I (See Ref. 6) 

istic impedance of 3900. The development of this chamber has 
been reported at a previous session of this conference4 so only 
the major contributions to the pulse shape will be mentioned 
here. 

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE- Figure & shows the pub* shape calculated by successively 
AC03-76SFOOSU. 

.denied at the Nuclear Science Symposium, Orlando, Florida, October 31 - November 2,1984. 



convoluting the single electron pulse shape (curve l ) f with a dif
fusion gaussian with IT = 6 naec corresponding to the maximum 
drift distance (2), then with a geometric function accounting for 
the variation in drift path length with impact parameter (3), 
tbeD with a single pole function representing the preamplifier 
riselime of Q nsec [4), and finally with the transfer function 
of the tail-cancelling filter (5). The assumptions arc that 80 
primar. electrons are uniformly distributed along the ioniling 
particle track, that the track is parallel to the tense wire plane. 
and that the drift field is uniform. The calculated shape agrees 
wi!b the average pulse Bhape and has the same rise and decay 
times to ±5 %. Individual pulses differ strongly from the av
erage, mostly in irregular structure in the trailing edge due to 
variations in electron Hrift time. The characteristic positive-ion 
drift-time is 2 nBec for this chamber, implying a pulse tail am-
plilide of 2 % peak amplitude 100 DBM afier the pulse leading 
edge far a single electron. The actual drift chamber pulse, the 
sum of 80 electrons, has a much larger tail, 20 - 25 % at 100 
• sec, due to the dispersion in the electron collection time. 
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as these studs hold the sense/potential wire feedthoughs and 
had to be of relatively small diameter. The connection between 
the copper and steel will be made using star washers and after 
coating with De-oxide (TM). _ r 

The preamplifer input resistance is determined by the equiv
alent paralleled resistances of the crosstalk compensating resis
tors, the calibration rejistor and the terminating resistor, which 
is set to M0{1 so that the input resistance will be equal to 390ft, 
thus terminating the sense wire in its transmission line charac
teristic impedance. A" the other end of the sense wire is open, 
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Figure 2 
S. The Preamplifier 

See Fig 4. The preamplifier is a voltage amplifier mounted 
on the aluminum end plate of tbc drift chamber so that only 
a few centimeters of PCB trace and jumper cable connect the 
sense wire In the preamplifier iDput. The mounting brackets are 
brass bars soldered to the preamplifier card ground plane at one 
end, and bolted at the other end to stainless steel studs which 
arc tapped into the drift chamber. The use of stainless steel was 
Dot desirable for ĝ -od grounding bui was required for strength, 
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Figure 4 (See Ref. 6.) 

there would otherwise be multiple reflections which would de
grade the multi-hit performance. 

RefliBtorn compensate for crosataJJi between adjaceut thin-
nelfl and adjicent-once-removed channel*. The crosstalk voltage 
Is the sum two components. A positive voltage ia induced on the 
sense wire, approximately 7 % of the oigoaJ voltage, by positive 
ions in the drift chamber. K negative voltage is due to capacitive 
coupling.between chancels in the drift chamber, feedthiougbs, 
and preamplifier^ which is approximately 2 - 3 % of the signal 
voltage, but narrower, because of differentiation, than the signal 
and positive crosstalk. Since the net crosstalk voltage does not 
have t> J name shape a§ the signal voltage, it would be expected 
that the crosstalk cancelling network could not be a single resis-
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tor, but would have to contain wane pulee-shaping components. 
However, tbe crosstalk camcetnDg signal'» shaped by reflection 
in the sense win transmission line, IS nsee total reflection time, 
which by good fortune produces the required cancelling shape 
to a very good approximation. Thus tbe resistors need be only 
adjusted empirically to minimise ft* crosstalk, reducing it to 
0.8 - 1.S % of the signal voltage. See Pig. 5. 

Figure 5 

The remaining components directly connected to the input 
are the protective diodes D, and Dj and tb' resistor IU through 
which the calibration pulse li injected. 

The amplifier configuration is an emitter-follower driving a 
Plcssey SL560C, a bipolar integrated vhf amplifier. Tie emitter-
follower is used lo improve the rltetime, which would otherwise 
he substantially increased by the Miller capacitance of the first 
stage of the SL560C The net voltage gain is 25; the current gain 
is 25 x 3Wn - I0mV7ji.it, and the risetime is 9 usee. 

Tbe linearity is shown in Fig. 6. Tbe gain increase in the 
1 - 5 mV range of V ln Is due to the small bias current relative 
to signal current in Qy The gain decrease for the higher values 
of V,„ is due tc the evne effect in Qt, except that the Qt biaa 
current is being deceased by tbe signal, whereas the Q& biaa 
current is being increased, So that the non-linearity of Qt domi
nates for small signals, and that of Qi at large signals. The time 
resolution is sot significantly affected by non-linearity in the 
preamplifier. At present it is planned to correct this curve with 
the computer, but there is also the option of increasing the bias 
current in Q$ by means of a pulldown resistor in the postampli-
fier which is connected to the Qs emitter. Particle identification 
goals require that measurements of charge on individual wires 
be linear to ±1%. This goal can be met by software corrections, 
based on the calibration response, or by increasing the Q* bias 
current from ].& to 10 mA. 

The noise at tbe amplifier input is lS.SftV rma, which de
creases to 14ut-" (37 nAl when tbe amplifier is connected to tbe 
chamber. The source capacitance is large (30 pF), but this con 
figuration does not show an increase in noise with source capac
itance, as do amplifiers with common-base input transistors. A 
common-base transistor amplifier has three times less aoiae for 
source capacitances less than 10 pF, but degrades to essentially 
the same noise performance with 30 pF source capacitance. 

The major noise source is tbe input termination resistor, 
with thermal noise equal to llnV and shot noise equal to tyV, 
for a total noise of I3.Sjif. When this is added in quadrature 
with the amplifier series aoiee of 7A/iV, the result is IS.S/IV. 
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Figures 
The effect of the noise on time resolution is given by 

o{t) = —i_£ at the threshold voltage 

30mV 
(30mr7nsec) 

= 1 usee 

The values for a{V) and dV/dt art measured at tbe discrimina
tor input at tbe I DO mV level on the input pulse. The gain from 
the aenae wire to this point is 1030. 

The drift chamber space resolution is lSO îrn or 3.0 usee of 
drift time, so tbe contribution of the noise to other sources of 
error ID tbe total s p i c resolution is relatively small, However, 
EM! voltages will not be known for this detector until Spring 
1985., when it will be installed in PEP. Tbe experience of the 
Mark HI at SPEAR, and of the Mark II vertex detector a". PEP, 
has been that tbe EMI from tbe stored beams is ISO to 200«iV 
(peak). Therefore, considerable ca'e is being taken lo avc-j 
ground loops io the connection of the H V, power, monitors and 
preamplifiers to tbe drift chamber. Also, there will be an in
creased effort to shield the beam and other transmitters in SLC, 
the eventual site for tbe Mark H Upgrade. 

The absence of a stabilising resistor In series with the emitter 
of Q,, or any other negative feedback, increases the change m 
amplifier gain with changes in temperature or amplifier supply 
voltage, V„. 
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This requires that V„ be regulated to IS mV for 5 % gain 
stability and that the temperature not change by more than 
2.5 "C in 6-8 hours, a typical interval between calibrations. Ex
perience in operating tbe Mark III shows that these conditions 
are readily met and the benefit realised from sot reducing gain 
by negative feedback is more significant, namely that higher gain 
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in the preampufier reduces the effect of EMI on the circuits fol
lowing the preamplifier. 

There ate some design considerations required by the rela
tively inaceesssahle location of the preamplifiers inside tbe de
tector magnet. 

A) The power dissipation of the preamplifier !• 63 mW per 
channel or S00 W tor 6000channels. Both the preamplifiers and 
t.:* drift chamber mual not be subject to temperature fluctua
tions iarger thai! a few degrees Centigrade, so cooling will be 
drcse usiag boil-off gaa from liquid nitrogen. 

B) Tbe appearance of a *bort to ground within a preamplifier 
should not cause a fire or n.ore than one chanael to fa'l. Resistor 
RQ ia large enough so that tbe preamplifier aide of it can be 
reduced to 0 volts safely. 

C) Ac ascillatio: in one chancel shouk* c l force any of the 
other 5631 into oscillation The decoupling between channels is 
sufficiently bigh so that the effect of one oscillating channel is 
t<: increase tbe noise in its neighbors, but sot to cause them to 
wcillr.te. Alf", lue DC 'oil age at the emitter of Qi is controlled 
at tLc postan.plifier. An .%acillating channel could be biased off 
rcim-lely. 

Tbe resistor RD back-terminates the cable to the poslampii-
fjrr and also protects the preamplifier from damage is tbe event 
of slnrts in the output cable or postamplifier input. Termination 
of the preamplifier to poatamplifier cable ia required to redurc 
reflections to lees than 1 %, which again, as for crosstalk and 
baseline bhift reduction, ii needed for good multi-hit resolution 

4. The Postamplifier 

See Fig. I The postamplifien are mounted on the detector 
magnet iu 12 crates. Each module contains 24 channels and ia 
driven by four preamplifiers, each connected to it through eight 
32ft coaxial crbles (Belden 8700): six are signal cablet, one a 
low-voltage power cable and one a calibration cable. 

The cable was chosen for small outside diameter, minimum 
signal distortion and good mechanical strength. The conse
quence of satisfying these requirements was the selection of a 
cablt with a fairly large diameter center conductor, «hkh, com
bined with the small O.D , determined the low characteristic 
iin;»--!jorc of 32ft . This low impedance increases the non-
liDi-anty of the preamplifier, but was the concession made to 
obtaiD tta other advantages. 

Tb • input circuit conusts of a 320 terminating resistor, Rt,. 
a resist.>r for injection o! a lest pulse, flj, par>i on the ?CB for 
liinhng ^ transformer should it be necessary to isolate postam-
plifier and drift chamber grounds, and pads for loading a pull 
d.-wn resistor, S,, to provide the option of increasing the bias 
cum?:it ia Qi of tbe preamplifier. 

Tli" input amplifier it an inverting buffer with voltage gain 
of 15. 

The two-stage R-C filter shapes the drift chamber pulse to 
return to baseline within 100 nsec with less than 1.2 % resid
ual amplitude. (See Fig. 7.) It compensate* not only the l /( 
tail of the drift chamber signal, but the dietrrtion produced by 
tbe preamplifier 'able and also the pulse-shaping effects of the 
preamplifier. 
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Figure 7 
An emitter-follower buffers tbe tail-cancelling filter, driving 

both the timing and dE/dt channels. The timing channel uses 
a pA733 integrated amplifier with a voltage gain of 70, and a 
LeCroy MVL407 comparator. The amplifier has good risetitne 
{4nacc) and good overload recovery; the gain returns to 70 within 
12 nsec after a 4x overload. The MVL407 threshold error is 3 
mV, which produces negligible error at tbe nominal setting of 
100 IAV, which corresponds to SOpV at the sense wire. The 
threshold may be varied between 30 mV and 1 volt, to accomo
date future changes in system gain due to d"ift chamber voltage 
or gas changes. The output signal is a full ECL differential sig
nal with pulse-width equal to time-over-tbreshold- The network 
on the output reduces the tail on the signal due to line distortion 
(Fig. 8). 

Tbe dE/dx channel adapts to changes in system gain with 
a variable-gain stage9 (Fig. 9). The relative gain can be set 
from 0 to 15 in integer steps by biasing 00 the appropriate -ora-
lunation of tbe four input transistors with their gaips of a - | -
g- I- The gain setting is controlled by four bias-voltage busses 
on each module, each bus connected to tbe same binary-weight 
transistor on all 24 channels, and dnven directly from a bus on 
the crate backplane. Thus all modules in a crate and alt chan
nels in a module must have the same gain setting. Following 
the variable-gain amplifier is a line-compensating network and 
a Ptcssey SLS60C A transformer converts the Plessey output 
rignal from single-ended to differential. The output is back-
terminated to minimize reflections to improve multi-hit perfor
mance. 

6, Calibration 
See Fig. 10. A central pulse generator provides the cali

bration pulse for all channels. It is pre-sbaped to resemble a 
drift chamber pulse so that the shape at the input to the ADC 
a!;o resembles drift chamber signals. The pulse generator can 
also produce a pair of pulses with different amplitudes and arbi
trary separation in time. The fanout from tbe calibrator to 6000 
chauoeLs is a tree of resistor-dividers, coaxial relays and comple
mentary drivers, a circuit with good gain and delay stability. 
The long run of cable from the calibration pulser location to th< 
postamplifient is made through a cable with lOppm/ deg C de
lay stability. The postamplifer to preamplifier calibration cables 
will be matched in delay to less than 0.S ntec. The channel-to^ 
channel variation in delay in the pulser-to-pieampBfier fanout 
is less than 0.S naec. The channeMo-cbannel uniformity of cali
bration input pulse heights ia better than ±4%, with systematic 
errors leas than ±19 The fanout system can aho puke portions 



of the electronic system for crosstalk studies and can pulse the 
jjOBtaraplifier Inputs for test purposes. CALIBRATION SYSTEM 
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Figure 8 

5. Summary 
The preamplifier, posl^mplifier, and cables described have 

been extensively tested op prototypes of the Mark tl drift cham
ber. Performance of these prototypes has been discussed in Ref
erence 4. The electronics has b e n step to contribute msipjifi-
carily to drift-time and pulse-height resolutions and to multiple-
hit performance. In addition, the circuits have been found to be 
stable, and should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate a va
riety of operating conditions and environments. The full system 
is currently being implemented anil will be operational along 
with toe new drift chamber in Spring 198S. 
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Figure 8 (See Ret. 6.) 
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Figure 10 (See Ref. 6.) 
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